INTRODUCTION
One way to explore the pattern of growth or movement controlling substances around a cell is to measure the orienting effects of flow. Thus, under slow flow, a spore of the fungus, Botrytis tends to germinate downstream; it does so because it emits a diffusible stimulator which persists on its lee side. In other words, each spore's growth tends to be oriented by a concentration gradient of a stuff which it emits uniformly but is redistributed by flow past it ( 1 ) .
To help analyze such studies I have computed steady-state distributions of a diffusible stuff over the surface of a spherical source washed by Stokes flow, assuming a uniform normal flux over this "cell." Three general considerations guided these computations:
First, it follows from the Weber-Fechner law generally-and even from a little evidence of its applicability to cellular chemo-orientation specifically (2) (3) -that the degree of cell orientation will depend upon some measure of the relative concentration gradients across them. I would guess that a sufficient approximation to this unknown measure is "the gradient," G: G = f C,-cos 0 dO/f C. dO (1) where C8 = concentration at a point on the cell's surface, 0 = latitude with respect to the flow axis, zero being upstream. The gradient, then, is the primary desidiratum, and its accuracy a main guide to computation.
Secondly, it follows from simple analytical considerations that the distributions have the general form:
(2) where C,. = concentration on the cell's surface in a stagnant medium, Pe = Peclet number (based on the radius), a dimensionless parameter equal to a * v0/D, where in turn, vX = flow speed far from the cell, a = cell's radius, D = stuffs diffusion constant. Evidently then: C, = a surface concentration under flow relative to that in a stagnant medium, and:
That is, the gradient depends only upon the Peclet number. Thirdly, it is of primary importance to obtain results for an intermediate range of Peclet numbers, perhaps 1 through 100, since for Pe << 1, flow winl be too slow to effect a significant gradient while for Pe >> 100, it will be so rapid as-in real experiments-to influence cells through a confusing mixture of mechanisms.
The large literature on transport from spheres under flow (4-10) is of relatively little use here since: (a) Sources maintaining a constant concentration (rather than constant flux) at their surfaces are considered, and/or (b) Only the flux averaged over the sphere's surface is calculated, and/or (c) Intermediate Peclet ranges are not considered, and/or (d) Low Reynolds numbers are not considered, etc. These limitations arise not only from different objectives-those of engineering-but also from the difficulty of obtaining solutions by analytical means. One thing made plain is the need for numerical analysis.
METHODS
In Brief The region analyzed is bounded by the spherical source and an outer concentric sphere. However, since the system is symmetrical about the flow axis, the BIoPHYsIcAL JOURNAL VOLUME 5 1965 202 governing differential equation is two-dimensional and the region analyzed can be considered a semiannulus (Fig. 1) (6) where P is the total rate of production of the stuff. Hence, too, C.O = 1, and C. = C.. CR, the concentration on the outer boundary is crudely approximated as follows ( where @ = 7r/2 + cos -(R-1) R = outer boundary's radius. Then K is calculated to make the total convective flux across the outer boundary equal to P. This procedure yields: K = 4/Pe(R2 -1.5R + 0.5R-1)(cos2 j + 0.25-1 sin 20 -0.5 cos 2g) (8) Values of R large enough to sufficiently reduce the error thus introduced into the concentrations on the source's surface, C. were selected by exploring C. as a function of R for each value of Pe used. (Table I .) Costs of these preliminary computations were minimized by using relatively coarse grids and by first estimating the required R value on the basis of the theoretical error function: E = e-P(R-1. lnR-0.25R-'-0.75) (9) The clearest derivation of E starts by considering the downstream region near 6 = r where tangential transport is negligible. Within a small solid angle there, the differential equation takes the simple form:
One can then easily obtain C. and show that:
OC,/8CC = E.
The Course of Solution. The differential equation was reduced to finite differences equations involving Ar and AO. This was routine except for, a small trick where a = 0 or 6 = 7r. Here ctn6 goes to infinity, but this troublesome term cancels out of the difference equations when explicit use is made of the symmetry around the flow axis.
At the start of the iterative procedure, all recalculated C values were simply set equal to zero.
With Pe < 100, and beyond a relatively small number of sweeps, C. always rose steadily during the iteration process and converged upon values that rose steadily from front to rear pole. For Pe = 1000, while certain combinations of increment sizes in the r and 0 directions yielded gross instability, others sufficed to yield a reliable solution.
The convergence criterion depended on
where (C.f)i is the value of C at the source's rear pole after i iterations and N. is the number of nodes in the radial direction (N, was generally about 20). I used C., since it was seen to converge most slowly. Generally, computation was stopped when w fell below 10-', though spot checks were extended to 10-3. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The computer's raw output consists of concentrations (relative to those in a stagnant medium) at each node of the region analyzed; however, I report only surface concentrations, represented by C,, since these are most reliable and applicable. Data computed with the finest grids used are shown in Fig. 2 .
Evidently, the C, functions of 0 are bell-shaped curves peaking at the sphere's rear pole. Over the range graphed, the main-and expected-change of these curves as the Peclet number rises and washing becomes more effective is simply a fall in the average concentration. It is also seen that the curves peak somewhat more sharply as Pe rises. Peclet number FIGURE 5 The average concentration at the sphere's surface relative to that in a stagnant medium for various Peclet numbers.
on dimensional grounds, G rises most swiftly near Peclet one. It rises about sevenfold, from 0.7 to 5.0 per cent, and to a point where it is rising at about 8 per cent per decade, as Pe rises from 0.1 to 1. However, even at Pe 1000, G only reaches 22 per cent.
The average surface concentrations (relative to those in a stagnant medium), C.,, are shown in Fig. 5 boundary conditions. It would certainly be interesting to get some understanding of this curious fact as well as of the above noted constancy of G/(l -C..).
All these results hold for a cell emitting a stuff into a medium otherwise free of this material. If the flowing medium bears the background concentration, C,, then it follows from the independence of diffusing particles and equation (2) The gradient thus produced will approach zero at any Peclet number as the background concentration rises. Now, there is nothing in the derivation which depends upon P being positive. If P is negative, that is if the cell is absorbing the stuff at the rate P, then equation (11) is still valid as long as C. 2 0. For a cellular sink, then, the concentration is lowest rather than highest on the lee side, and the gradient will become very high at any positive Peclet number when P, C,(Pe), and Cb are such that the concentration at the rear pole approaches zero. On the other hand, just as with a source, if Cb is high enough the gradient will approach zero. So P, and Cb must be known, as well as Pe to calculate flow gradients across an absorber. Furthermore, the equal flux assumption, while widely plausible for an emitter is likely to be of narrow validity for an absorbing cell. Altogether, then, such flow analysis is far more likely to be practically applicable to emitting than to absorbing cells.
